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Abstra t

This report des ribes the simulation tool CLUE whi h enables the highly a urate performan e assessment and predi tion of lusters of symmetri multiproessors (SMPs). Using CLUE, reliable information an be obtained to rea h the
optimum de ision on hardware on gurations (pro essing elements and ommuni ation networks) before a tually pur hasing this hardware. Thus, hardware an
be adapted to individual software features, reversing the urrently applied adaptation of high-performan e software to hardware features (as used, for instan e,
in FFTW [8, 9℄, Phipa [2℄, or the Atlas tool [18℄).
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
In the last few years high-performan e hardware has hanged dramati ally. Until
quite re ently, shared memory parallel ve tor pro essor (PVP) omputers and
distributed massively parallel pro essing (MPP) ma hines dominated the eld
of super omputing. Nowadays high-performan e omputing has turned towards
lusters of shared memory symmetri multipro essors (SMPs). Most of these lusters are built using ustom pro essors, as well as ustom inter onne tion devi es
and memory. A ordingly, lusters of SMPs appear in a multitude of di erent
on gurations, ranging from tera ops ma hines to small lusters, omprising several PCs or workstations. The large number of possible on gurations makes it
diÆ ult to de ide whi h parti ular stru ture is suitable to solve a parti ular lass
of problems under ertain performan e requirements, and of ourse under given
nan ial onstraints. To aid this pro ess of evaluating omputer lusters the simulation and assessment tool CLUE ( lu ster e valuator) has been developed. In
this report the basi prin iples of CLUE and some results gathered in numeri al
experiments will be presented.
Synopsis

Se tion 1.1 des ribes urrent PC lusters, used in this report as examples of
SMPs, in luding hardware, operating system, and software. Se tions 1.2 and 1.3
give a des ription of the spe i lusters and algorithms, used in the experimental
se tions of this report. Chapters 2 and 3 des ribe CLUE, the ma hine independent simulation system for lusters of SMPs. Chapter 4 shows the experimental
s enarios and their results. Finally, Chapter 5 gives the on lusions of this work,
and Chapter 6 provides an outlook on future work.

1.1 PC Clusters
As the performan e of ommodity omputer and network hardware in reases, and
pri es de rease, it be omes more and more attra tive to build parallel omputer
systems from o -the-shelf omponents. The urrent pri e / performan e ratio of
a PC luster is often ten times better than that of traditional super omputers.
PC lusters s ale reasonably well, are easy to onstru t and only the hardware
has to be paid for as most of the software is free.
Reasons for the su ess of PC lusters are the ever in reasing eÆ ien y of hardware omponents and at the same time the dramati de line of pri es. Meanwhile
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several entries of the top 500 super omputer list1 are lusters of PCs2 .
A PC luster is a multi- omputer ar hite ture whi h an be used for parallel omputations. It is a system whi h usually onsists of one server node (the
front-end PC), and a more or less arbitrary number of lient nodes onne ted via
Ethernet or some other network. PC lusters are usually built using ommodity hardware omponents, like standard PCs apable of running Linux, standard
Ethernet adapters, and swit hes. Usually PC lusters do not ontain any proprietary hardware omponents and thus are trivially reprodu ible. Commodity
software like the Linux operating system, Parallel Virtual Ma hine (PVM, see
Geist et al. [10℄) and Message Passing Interfa e (MPI, see Gropp et al. [11℄) are
used for developing parallel programs.
The server node ontrols the whole luster and serves les to the lient nodes.
It is also the luster's onsole and gateway to the outside world. Large lusters
may have more than one server node, and possibly other nodes dedi ated to
parti ular tasks, for example onsoles or monitoring stations.
In most ases lient nodes are dumb, the dumber the better. Client nodes
are on gured and ontrolled by the server node, and do only what they are told
to do. In a disk-less lient on guration, lient nodes don't even know their IP
address or name until the server tells them what it is. In most ases lient nodes
do not have keyboards or monitors, or a ess to the rest of the world, and are
a essed only via remote login or possibly a serial terminal. The nodes an be
thought of as a (multi) CPU plus memory pa kage whi h an be plugged into the
luster, just like a CPU or memory module an be plugged into a motherboard.
PC lusters used for high-performan e omputing are often referred to as Beowulf
3
lusters .
Typi al on gurations are, for example, a ompound of several omputers
onne ted via Fast Ethernet or faster networks like Gigabit Ethernet, Myrinet or
SCI (S alable Coherent Interfa e).
As a form of parallel omputers PC luster fall somewhere in between MPPs
(Massively Parallel Pro essors) and NOWs (Networks of Workstations). They
pro t of developments in both types of ar hite tures. MPPs are usually larger
and use faster networks. Typi al problems when programming MPPs are load
and data distribution, granularity and minimizing the ommuni ation overhead.
Programs, whi h are not too ne grained, an be ported from MPPs to PC
lusters and usually run there quite eÆ iently. When programming NOWs, algorithms are most often designed to utilize unused y les of powerful workstations.
These algorithms have to be extremely tolerant of load variations and have to use
dynami load balan ing. All programs running on NOWs run at least as good
on dedi ated PC lusters.
1 http://www.netlib.org/ben

hmark/top500.html
s.sandia.gov/ plant/ http:// nls.lanl.gov/avalon/
http://wwwwissre h.iam.uni-bonn.de/resear h/proje ts/parnass2/
3 http://www.beowulf.org
2 http://www.
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1.2 Hardware
In this report two spe i

PC lusters are investigated.

1.2.1 The Vienna Cluster

The rst PC luster of the resear h proje t AURORA4 was built as a ooperation
between the Institutes for Applied and Numeri al Mathemati s and Physi al and
Theoreti al Chemistry of the Vienna University of Te hnology. It onsists of one
master and ve dual Pentium II slaves. The master is used as le and net server
and does all the ompilation work. In prin iple any user may a ess the nodes
dire tly, but a ess may be restri ted to ertain users and/or ertain nodes.
The ompute slaves are dual 350 MHz Pentium II systems with 256 MB main
memory, 512 KB Level 2 a he and lo al 4.5 GB hard dis s. The server node is
based on a single 350 MHz Pentium II, several hard dis s (separated dis s for
system, users and ba kup) and 256 MB main memory. The internal network
onsists of 100 Mbit/s Ethernet ards (3COM), onne ted via a swit h. Only the
master is onne ted to the outside world by a se ond 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet
onne tion. Additional peripheral devi es are a CD-ROM drive on the master
and oppy dis drives on all six PCs.
The operating system is Linux, in the Suse 6.0 distribution. To get improved
support for dual pro essor nodes, it was upgraded to kernel version 2.2 ( urrently
2.2.9).
Tools for parallelization are MPI (in the implementation of MPICH), PVM
(version 3.4) and an HPF (High Performan e Fortran) ompiler of PGI (Portland
Group In .). Available numeri al libraries are the Blas [4℄, Lapa k [1℄, and
S aLapa k [3℄, some of them in several versions to ensure ompatibility with
all ompilers installed.
1.2.2 The Aa hen Cluster

The PC luster Siemens hp Line onsists of 16 dual pro essor boards using
400 MHz Pentium II, 512 KB Level 2 a he, 512 MB main memory and lo al 4 GB
hard dis s. The nodes ommuni ate either via swit hed Fast Ethernet or SCI
(S alable Coherent Interfa e). The SCI network is on gured as a two-dimensional torus.
All nodes run Red Hat Linux, kernel version 2.0.36 in SMP mode. Fast
Ethernet is used for TCP/IP, and the SCI network is used by the MPI version of
S ali alled S aMPI. Fortran 77, Fortran 90, HPF, C, and C++ ompilers of PGI
are available, as well as the GNU ompilers.
4 http://www.v

p .univie.a .at/aurora/
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1.3 Algorithms
Algorithms for distributed memory parallel omputers see three s enarios:
a hieve near-linear speedup (provided the
work load is distributed evenly).

Computation bound algorithms

do not speed up at all, sin e additional
pro essors usually also in rease the amount of ommuni ation to be performed.

Communi ation bound algorithms

whi h are omputation bound when running on few
pro essors and ommuni ation bound when running on many pro essors.

Transition algorithms

When simulating these algorithms, di erent requirements exist. Simulation of
omputation bound algorithms does not depend signi antly on the a ura y
of the network simulation, sin e ommuni ation time is negligible. However, the
a urate simulation of omputing time is important for reliable simulation results.
Simulation of ommuni ation bound algorithms does not require an a urate
pro essor simulation, sin e omputation time is negligible. A urate network
simulation is ru ial in this ase, in luding (in many ases) ontention analysis
and simulation.
To nd out the transition point (with in reasing number of pro essors) between the omputation bound mode and the ommuni ation bound mode reliably,
both pro essors and network have to be modeled a urately.
Many algorithms whi h do not require fast ommuni ation s ale very well on
PC lusters. Linear algebra algorithms, however, usually require more tightly
oupled hardware, due to ner grained ommuni ation patterns.
Blo king is applied in many linear algebra algorithms to improve lo ality of
memory a ess on single pro essors, resulting in a he re-usage and therefore high
performan e. In parallel linear algebra, blo king is also used to get oarser grained
ommuni ation patterns: Instead of sending m olumns or rows of an n  n matrix
separately, a blo ked algorithm ombines k su h n-ve tors to a single message.
The overall amount of matrix elements whi h have to be transferred is still n2 ,
however the number of pa kets is redu ed from n to dn=ke, whi h drasti ally
redu es ommuni ation overhead, if laten y of the network is a riti al fa tor
(whi h is often the ase).
Blo king was applied, for example, in the design of the sequential linear algebra pa kage Lapa k (see Anderson et al. [1℄), whi h therefore dramati ally
outperforms its prede essors Eispa k and Linpa k. Also in its parallel version,
S aLapa k [3℄, blo king was applied. Both Lapa k and S aLapa k are based
on alls to the Blas (basi linear algebra subprograms, see Lawson et al. [15℄
and Dongarra et al. [4, 5℄), whi h are doing most of the omputational work. The
Blas exist in highly optimized form for all major omputing platforms. When
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there is no vendor provided Blas library it is possible to build an individually
optimized Blas library using the Atlas system [18℄ or Phipa [2℄. S aLapa k
is also based on the Bla s (basi linear algebra ommuni ation subroutines, see
Dongarra et al. [6, 7℄), whi h are doing all the ommuni ation. The Bla s an be
optimized a ording to hardware hara teristi s. However, this is not as ru ial
as performan e optimization of the Blas library. Portable implementations of
the Bla s based on MPI (see Gropp et al. [11℄) and PVM (see Geist et al. [10℄)
exist and are frequently used.
Various S aLapa k routines were used to demonstrate the usefulness and the
reliability of CLUE in numeri al experiments:
The routine PBLAS/pdgemm is used to multiply
two matri es: C = AB . All three matri es are n  n, distributed twodimensional in a blo k- y li way using the same blo k size for both dimensions and all matri es.

Matrix Multipli ation.

The routine SCALAPACK/pdpotrf is used to ompute the Cholesky fa torization U T U of a symmetri , positive de nite matrix A. U is an upper triangular matrix. Only the elements above the
matrix diagonal are a essed. A (and U ) is stored two-dimensional in a
blo k- y li way using the same blo k size for both matrix dimensions.

Cholesky Fa torization.

The routine SCALAPACK/pdgetrf is used to ompute the
LU fa torization P LU of a general matrix A. L is a lower triangular matrix
with unit diagonal elements, U is an upper triangular matrix, and P is a
permutation matrix, resulting from olumn pivoting. The output matri es
U and L are stored in pla e of the input matrix A whi h is distributed in
a two-dimensional blo k- y li manner using the same blo k size for both
matrix dimensions.

LU Fa torization.

Chapter 2
Features of CLUE
CLUE is based on MISS-PVM [14℄, the Ma hine Independent Simulation System
for PVM 3. MISS-PVM enables the development of software for parallel omputers whi h are not yet available in reality. MISS-PVM an also be used as a tool
to arry out performan e assessments using existing programs whi h are independent of a tual load hara teristi s. MISS-PVM also makes the debugging of
parallel programs easier. To exploit these features, it is not ne essary to rewrite
existing ode or reate additional one (neither in C nor in Fortran). PVM based
ode an be used without modi ation.

2.1 Overview
The features mentioned above are obtained by establishing a virtual layer whi h
does not have to be tampered with when developing software. The Virtual Layer
for PVM 3 is situated between the user program and PVM 3 (see Figure 2.2). All
alls to PVM 3 are redire ted to MISS-PVM subroutines, whi h perform ertain
virtual timings and virtual ma hine adaptations and eventually pass on the alls
(in a modi ed form) to PVM 3.
In order to use the virtual layer it is not ne essary to modify user programs.
It is only ne essary to use di erent in lude les and to link the user programs
to additional libraries. The virtual layer generates output les whi h tra e alls
to ommuni ation subroutines. These tra e les are the inputs of post-mortem
visualization.
This method has two major advantages over normal tra e le writing: the
Virtual Layer for PVM 3 (i) uses its own simulated system time and (ii) makes
a virtual ma hine available to the user.
The virtual ma hine may be a representative from a wide variety of ma hines,
whi h may even be non-existent or not available at the moment. Ma hine parameters are read from a le when the program starts. These parameters may
be hanged dynami ally during the program exe ution.
The virtual layer makes it possible to ompare program runs on omputers
having di erent ommuni ation laten y and omputation speed (independent of
a tual load hara teristi s). Timing experiments using di erent load balan ing
strategies an be made easily and qui kly and thus enable the determination of
the optimum load balan ing strategy for ertain ar hite tures1 .
1 For

short exe ution times sto hasti e e ts may possibly overlap timing data due to om-

2.2 Using MISS-PVM
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2.2 Using MISS-PVM
PVM 3 is a software system linking a network of Unix omputers designed to
mimi the existen e of a single large (parallel) omputer. It provides message
passing and pro ess ontrol routines for tasks running on di erent omputers.
PVM 3 uses daemon pro esses on every host2 to establish ommuni ation from
one user pro ess to another one. The user pro esses an send their messages only
to the PVM daemon on their a tual ma hine, the PVM daemon ommuni ates
with the PVM daemon of the target ma hine, and this PVM daemon delivers the
message to the re eiver. User programs are linked to the PVM 3 library, whi h
ontains interfa e routines to the pvm daemon.
Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between the parallel user program, PVM 3,
and the native ommuni ation primitives available on the host omputer. The
user program alls PVM 3 subroutines to transfer messages between di erent
pro esses, and to reate and to terminate pro esses on various network nodes. The
PVM 3 subroutines in turn perform their tasks by alling native ommuni ation
primitives of the underlying omputer system. In this way a user program an be
run without modi ation on a variety of di erent omputer systems, as the use of
PVM 3 subroutines makes ma hine dependent, native ommuni ation primitives
transparent.
Parallel
User Program
PVM 3
Routine
Calls

PVM 3
Native
Communication
Routines

Figure 2.1:

Position of PVM.

As a preparatory step in the development of the ma hine simulator CLUE
a new level between the user program and PVM 3 is added: the Virtual Layer
for PVM 3 (see Figure 2.2). It uses only PVM 3 alls and ontains no ma hine
dependent routines. Thus the Virtual Layer for PVM 3 is portable to a wide
variety of ma hines (like PVM). This library also boasts other advantages by
puter timing routines that are too oarse grained.
2 The PVM daemon is often abbreviated with pvmd or pvmd3.
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Parallel
User Program

ParaGraph
Post Animation

PVM 3
Routine
Calls

Virtual Layer
for PVM 3

Features of CLUE

Trace
File
Simulation
Output

Output
Processing

PVM 3
Routine
Calls

PVM 3
Native
Communication
Routines

Figure 2.2:

Position of the Virtual Layer for PVM.

providing virtual time, virtual ma hines, and output generation for graphi al
post mortem visualization. The user program as well as the PVM 3 level remain
un hanged. The only di eren e is that an in lude le redire ts PVM 3 routine
alls. The virtual layer reates output whi h is post pro essed by simple programs
and is then used as input for post mortem visualization using ParaGraph.
So there are three steps in every program run.
Two modi ations have to be made
within a program to be investigated. An in lude statement has to be
hanged and an additional library has to be linked to the program. Calls
to a PVM 3 routine should take pla e at the beginning of every program
being exe uted in parallel, so that orre t timing is ensured. Standard timing routines should not be alled, be ause system time routine alls do not
return the simulated system time (with the ex eption of the time() all,
whi h is also redire ted to MISS-PVM). pvmS alls (see Se tion 2.4) an be
added in order to use spe ial properties of MISS-PVM, su h as obtaining
the virtual time dire tly.

Exe ution of the Parallel Program.

This is done by alling a s ript
le after the program exe ution to olle t the output les of all tasks running
in parallel and to prepare these output les to be read by ParaGraph. In
order to write data to the output le the s ript le has to be provided with
the name of its output le as a parameter. The s ript le then adds the
extension .trf to this name.

Calling the Output Pro essing Program.

2.3 Communi ation Libraries and MISS-PVM
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ParaGraph

takes the full
name of the output le (in luding the extension .trf) as parameter. Visualization takes pla e in ParaGraph via various animation windows, whi h
are, to a great extent, self-explanatory (see Heath [12℄, Tomas, Ueberhuber [16℄).

Visualizing the Output Using ParaGraph.

2.3 Communi ation Libraries and MISS-PVM
On e the high level library routines (based on PVM) have been re ompiled, no
further modi ations are needed. The user program is linked with the new library.
The result is a program that performs the same task as before, ex ept that it
writes an output le and an be simulated on virtual ma hines.
Parallel
User Program

ParaGraph
Post Animation

High Level
Library
Calls

Trace
File

High Level
Library
PVM 3
Routine
Calls

Virtual Layer
for PVM 3

Simulation
Output

Output
Processing

PVM 3
Routine
Calls

PVM 3
Native
Communication
Routines
Figure 2.3: High level ommuni ation library, e. g., the basi linear algebra ommuni ation
subroutines (Bla s), used in onjun tion with PVM 3.

Figure 2.3 shows that a new level has been added to the stru ture depi ted
in Figure 2.2. A high level library is situated between the user program and the
Virtual Layer for PVM 3. The user program remains un hanged when the high
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level library is re ompiled, and the virtual layer works with the routines in the
same way it works with normal user programs.
When working at a higher level of abstra tion than is provided by PVM 3 not
every ParaGraph visualization is easy to understand. Post mortem visualization should be limited to general information windows showing, for instan e, the
ommuni ation/ omputation ratio.

2.4 Virtual Time
The Virtual

Layer for PVM 3

uses an internal time based on three omponents.

whi h is obtained by (i) measuring the CPU time onsumed by the exe uted user programs and (ii) modifying by performan e
fa tors.

Computation Time

Communi ation Time

ma hine.

Waiting Time

whi h is al ulated using the parameters of the virtual

obtained in parallel exe ution.

The sum of these time omponents is the \virtual time" of ea h user pro ess.
The internal timing granularity of the virtual time is normally between 100 mirose onds and 1 mi rose ond. Time output is always measured in mi rose onds.
In low resolution timing results, additional digits have to be inserted, be ause
in ParaGraph the input is sorted a ording to time. No two time stamps are
allowed to be the same for ea h task.

2.5 Virtual Ma hines
Virtual Ma hines are de ned in the le VMConfig. The format of this le is as
follows: In the rst line are the parameters of the ma hine used for the master
program and as default for all programs started without an expli it ma hine and
host type given. In the other lines omments (beginning with the symbol #), or
ma hine or host type spe i ations an be found.
Parameters found on spe i ation lines are:
This name is used in pvm_spawn. If
the following parameter is 0, the ma hine is assumed to be \real", and the
program is started on this ma hine. Otherwise the ma hine has a \virtual"
name, and PVM 3 is asked to look for a suitable ma hine.

Name of the Ma hine or Host Type.

This is a oating-point multiplier for omputation time.
If this parameter is 0, the ma hine name is sent to PVM 3 and the omputation timing results are not hanged.

Performan e Fa tor.

2.6 Transparen y

Initialization Delay.
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This is the time needed for pvm_spawn to be alled.

This is the time used for sending a message using pvm_send or
pvm_m ast. This time ontains pa king the message, resolving the address
of the host and starting the transmission (as far as the sending pro ess is
involved). This time is independent of the message length.

Send Delay.

This is the time used in alling the re eive routines pvm_r v,
pvm_nre v and pvm_probe. This time is always the same whether these
routines su eed or fail.

Re eive Delay.

This is the time used to transfer a message whi h is independent of the message length.

Transmission Delay.

This is the time used for the transfer of
a message whi h depends on the message length. This time is measured in
100 mi rose onds per Kbyte.

Transmission Proportional Delay.

These parameters are used in the performan e modeling le delay. . If the
a tual performan e model turns out not to be exa t enough, it an easily be
hanged by modifying this le.

2.6 Transparen y
In the development of MISS-PVM it was ru ial to maintain all PVM 3 fun tions. When PVM 3 is used in onjun tion with the virtual layer, virtual timing
routines and virtual ma hine properties are added; otherwise there are no other
modi ations ( f. Se tions 2.4, 2.5, 3).
Virtual timing routines should repla e system timing routines. This is be ause
system time alls an only return real time or pro ess time, whi h is inappropriate
for the user program's time. Virtual time is al ulated from pro ess time, but it
is modi ed by adding ertain delays from inter-pro ess ommuni ations and by
subtra ting overhead time that results from simulation using the virtual layer.
Using the virtual layer entails the simulation of virtual ma hines, whi h leads
to a situation in whi h it is not lear whi h omputer a tually exe utes user
pro esses. So user programs should not try to establish perfe t ommuni ation
patterns by determining their a tual host.
This unpredi tability in determining the a tual host results in the following
situation: If programs are started on a luster of inhomogeneous omputers, time
measurements are not reliable, sin e some ma hines will exe ute a ertain ode
faster than others. There are two solutions:



The rst one is to run all program instan es on the same type of ma hines
(a homogeneous luster) or on a single ma hine. MISS-PVM spawns a new
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task on a ma hine that was sele ted by PVM 3 if either no ma hine name
is given in the all to pvm_spawn or if the ma hine performan e fa tor in
the le VMCon g has a value di erent from 0.



The se ond (and more diÆ ult) solution is to spawn pro esses on di erent ma hines whi h are des ribed in the virtual ma hine on guration le
VMConfig (see Se tion 2.5). Spawning a new task onto a virtual host is
done by using the virtual host name (the rst parameter of a line in the le
VMConfig) as host name and by setting the ag parameter to PvmTaskHost
(1) or PvmTaskAr h (2).

Chapter 3
Restri tions of MISS-PVM
When using MISS-PVM, the simulation designer has to be aware of ertain restri tions that limit the appli ability of MISS-PVM. Negle ting these restri tion
may lead to unpredi table and ina urate results.

3.1 Restri tions due to Exe ution Time
For large programs (espe ially those whi h perform ompute intensive tasks)
exe ution time an be ome a prohibitive fa tor in simulation. It is advisable
to begin with small problem dimensions (like the dimension of a linear system
or the number of iterations). Not only the exe ution time for a program slows
down omputation but also the amount of memory that is used. If there are
more parallel running pro esses than ompute nodes, ea h pro ess running in
parallel on a single node will use mu h memory. This an lead to performan e
degradation if the ma hine starts to swap memory to the hard disk.
Many diÆ ulties that arise during the onstru tion of parallel programs do
not need large s ale problems to be eliminated, they an also be solved using
small s ale problems. ParaGraph is not easy to use for input les that are
mu h bigger than one Mbyte. This is due to one of two reasons. The rst is that
too mu h information is given to the user in too short a time, whi h leads to an
animation that does not give enough detailed information. The se ond is that it
an take too long to get to that part of the simulation whi h is of interest.

3.2 Internal Restri tions
When using MISS-PVM the user has to deal with ertain internal restri tions.
The use of MISS-PVM will not be prevented by any of these restri tions, but
some di eren es to the use of PVM 3 without MISS-PVM an result. Normally
the user will not noti e these di eren es. However, unexpe ted results may o ur
(without expli it error messages) due to one of the following restri tions. Error
messages may be hard to nd, be ause the output of hild tasks does not always
go to the user terminal. In these ases the user has to look for messages in the
le /tmp/pvml.uid (uid is the user ID).



The master task must not be alled from the PVM 3 ommand line. It
would wait forever for initialization data, be ause the pvm parent() routine
behaves di erent in this ase.
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pvm mytid (or any other PVM 3 routine) has to be alled as soon as possible



int must be 32 bit wide in order to ensure orre t timing. Program runs




Group routines are not supported by the virtual layer.



The length of messages sent is not reported (be ause this is not supported
by PVM 3). It is reported, however, after a re eive statement.



Empty pvm nre v() loops may run a very long time, be ause every all of
this routine produ es a line (or two) in the output le. While these lines
are being written, the simulation time is advan ed very slowly.

after the task starts (in order to generate orre t timing measurements).
After the master task has sent a message to one of its hildren, the hildren's
lo ks are automati ally syn hronized with the master lo k.
longer than 200; 000 se onds produ e a timer over ow.

All hosts in the luster must have the same performan e hara teristi s in
order to produ e reliable omputation timing output.

3.3 Restri tions in the Use of Spe i

Routines

There are ompli ations involved with using ertain PVM 3 routines adapted to
the virtual layer. These routines are modi ed, but do not return error onditions
if there is an error. The omplete list of these routines is as follows:



pvm kill | in situations where error onditions are returned, it is possible

that return values are in orre t. The reason for this is that it is not possible
for one task to kill another in the virtual layer. The task to be killed might
not have an advan ed enough virtual time to be killed. What happens
instead is that a message is sent to the task to be killed to \ ommit sui ide"
at a given time. The \killer task" does not wait for the other to \ ommit
sui ide". This is why the \killer task" does not return the orre t value.





pvm tasks | the virtual host omputer is not reported orre tly.



pvm re vf | due to the internal restru turing of re eiving statements and

pvm mstat | the status of virtual hosts is not reported.
pvm onfig | ould give more information about all virtual hosts, but it

is not supported yet.

the hope that nobody will ever need this routine when using MISS-PVM,
the virtual layer does not support it orre tly.

Chapter 4
Numeri al Experiments
This hapter is split into three se tions: the rst brie y des ribes the simulation
and shows how to get performan e data on existing lusters, the se ond validates
these results by omparison of simulated and measured programs.

4.1 Experimental Environment
Up to now, two Beowulf lusters have been examined.
The Vienna Cluster has the following on guration (see Se tion 1.1):






Suse Linux 6.0
10 pro essors in 5 nodes
2  350 MHz Pentium II per node
Swit hed Fast Ethernet (100 Mbit/s)

PCs of this luster have also been used to run simulations. In this ase a omputational fa tor of 1:0 has been assumed.
The se ond luster is being situated at RWTH Aa hen. The Aa hen Cluster
has the following on guration (see Se tion 1.1):






Siemens hp Line (Linux)
32 pro essors in 16 nodes
2  400 MHz Pentium II per node
S ali SCI network

The topology of this SCI luster is a 2-dimensional torus.

4.2 Measurement and Modeling
On both lusters, measurements have been arried out to obtain the parameters
for sending messages. A C program was written, onsisting of a master and a
slave part. First, the master starts the slave by alling pvm spawn(). Then, the
di eren e of the host lo ks is measured by sending udp pa kets. Then, the server
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opens a so ket and waits for udp pa kets from the lient. The master eventually
starts sending single pa kets, re ording its host time for ea h sent pa ket. Upon
re eiving the pa ket, the slave gets the urrent time and sends it ba k to the
master. The master re ords the time for sending the udp pa ket to the slave
and ba k (ping-pong time), together with the time di eren e of the slave. After
N ping-pongs, the host time di eren e is then measured by using the host time
di eren e with the smallest ping-pong time (best estimate).
After estimating the lo k di eren e, the master starts sending messages via
PVM, pa king its time into the message. The slave extra ts this time and an
then use its own lo k and the measured host di eren e to obtain the transmission estimate. The re orded estimate is then omputed by taking the mean
transmission time of all messages of the same size.
This pro edure has been applied to measure the time messages need when
sent from one host to the same host, and from one host to a di erent host over
the network. This time is split into two parts:




Send time: The time that the sender spends in the send all.
Transmission time: The di eren e between the send time and the time that
the message needs to be re eived by the re eiver.

Figure 4.1 shows the send and transmission times observed
on the Vienna luster. Both sender and re eiver run on the same node, thus the
message is not sent over the network. Also, the pie ewise linear model used for
the simulation in shown as well.
Figure 4.2 shows the pie ewise linear model that is used to simulate messages
sent from one node to another.
Additionally, for the ase of sending messages from one sender to several
re eivers at the same time, ontention has been observed that in reases both the
send and transmission time. Figure 4.3 shows the observed ontention fa tor for
the send time. Both sender and re eiver are on the same node. This is important
for those ases, where all tasks syn hronize, and one of the tasks then sends out
messages to one or several others to redistribute work or results.
Aa hen Cluster. The omputational fa tor of nodes of the Aa hen luster
has been measured to be 0:91 relative to the Vienna luster, where simulation
runs have been arried out. Additionally, the SCI network was only available
for the MPI version of Bla s. Thus, the ommuni ation parameters and the
performan e of the real runs were olle ted for the MPI version of Bla s, whereas
the simulation runs were still arried out on the Vienna luster using the PVM
version of Bla s.
Figure 4.4 shows the send and transmission models for the Aa hen luster.
This model has been observed independently of the lo ation of sender and reeiver. It an be seen that the send time (the time that the sender spends in

Vienna Cluster.

4.2 Measurement and Modeling
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Send and transmission time for the Vienna luster. Sender and re eiver are on
the same node.
Figure 4.1:
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Figure 4.2:
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Contention Factor for Send Time
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Figure 4.3: Contention fa tors for the send time on the Vienna luster. Sender and re eiver
are on the same node.

the send all) is mu h smaller than the overall time (send time plus transmission
time). One onsequen e is that no ontention has been measured for the Aa hen
luster.

4.3 Simulation Results
In order to obtain generally appli able results, three important numeri al algorithms (see Se tion 1.3) have been hosen to be simulated on the two lusters.
1. Parallel Cholesky fa torization (S

aLapa k).
2. Parallel LU fa torization (S aLapa k).
3. Parallel matrix-matrix multipli ation (PBlas).
2000  2000 matri es were hosen. This matrix size represents a trade-o

between
omputational omplexity needed to obtain meaningful results, and the main
memory requirements of the simulating node.
For the real runs, the PVM version of S aLapa k and PBlas were used
(on the Vienna luster). For the simulation runs, a opy of the Bla s library
was made, and in the le B onfig.h, the entry #in lude <pvm3.h> was hanged
to #in lude <pvm3V.h>. Additionally, the MISS-PVM library was linked to the

4.3 Simulation Results
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exe utables. All simulation runs were then arried out on workstations of the
Vienna luster. Ea h simulation run was arried out on one workstation only.
All exe utables report their result in terms of CPU time and wall time. As
the CPU time is meaningless for the simulation, the reported wall time has been
olle ted for ea h run.
The simulation runs should answer the following questions:
1. Do the real observations and the simulated runs have the same qualitative
properties?
2. Do the real observations and the simulated runs have the same quantitative
properties?
3. Can the simulation results be used to evaluate the performan e of workstations lusters a-priori?
In the following gures, the observed and simulated wall times are plotted against
the pro essor grid used. Su h a grid or 2-dimensional mesh is always assumed to
de ne the topology of the parallel omputer, even if in reality this is a workstation
luster onne ted over a bus, star or ring topology. Ea h pro essor is assigned
to a ertain pla e in the virtual mesh topology. Basi ally, an N  M grid means
that N  M pro essors were used to ompute the task. The relation of N to
M de nes the
ommuni ation pattern used, yielding di erent speed-ups as the
below results show.
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Figure 4.5:

Cholesky fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 100.

Cholesky Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 200
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Figure 4.6:

Cholesky fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 200.
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Cholesky Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 400
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Figure 4.7:

Cholesky fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 400.

Cholesky Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 500
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Figure 4.8:

Cholesky fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 500.
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LU Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 100
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Figure 4.9:

LU fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 100.
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Figure 4.10:

LU fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 200.
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LU Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 400
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Figure 4.11:

LU fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 400.

LU Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 500
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Figure 4.12:

LU fa torization on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 500.
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Multiplication of 2000x2000 Matrices, Blocksize 100
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Figure 4.13:

Matrix-matrix multipli ation on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 100.
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Figure 4.14:

Matrix-matrix multipli ation on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 200.
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Multiplication of 2000x2000 Matrices, Blocksize 400
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Figure 4.15:

Matrix-matrix multipli ation on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 400.
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Figure 4.16:

Matrix-matrix multipli ation on the Vienna luster. Blo ksize is set to 500.
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Cholesky Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 100
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Figure 4.17:

Cholesky fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 100.

Cholesky Factorization of 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 200
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Figure 4.18:

Cholesky fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 200.
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Cholesky Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 400
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Figure 4.19:

Cholesky fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 400.

Cholesky Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 500
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Figure 4.20:

Cholesky fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 500.
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LU Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 16
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Figure 4.21:

LU fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 16.

LU Factorization of a 2000x2000 Matrix, Blocksize 32
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Figure 4.22:

LU fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 32.
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Figure 4.23:

LU fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 50.
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Figure 4.24:

LU fa torization on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 100.
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Multiplication of 2000x2000 Matrices, Blocksize 50
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Figure 4.25:

Matrix-matrix multipli ation on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 50.
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Figure 4.26:

Matrix-matrix multipli ation on the Aa hen luster. Blo ksize is set to 100.

Chapter 5
Con lusion
In this report a new simulation tool alled CLUE was des ribed. This tool is
meant to investigate the performan e behavior of lusters of SMPs.
Simulation results obtained for a PC luster with slow ommuni ation (using
Fast Ethernet) are very a urate. Both qualitative and quantitative performan e
behavior of this Beowulf luster has been aptured by the simulation highly satisfa tory. Ina ura ies only o ur for some runs of matrix-matrix multipli ation,
where some ontention is not re e ted by the simulation.
In ontrast to simulating the performan e of the PVM versions of S alapa k
and PBlas by using the same PVM ode, simulating their MPI versions by
using the PVM versions on a di erent type of node is far more ompli ated.
Still, performan e diagrams indi ate that the qualitative behavior of the parallel
programs is a urately simulated, while the quantitative results are sometimes a
little misleading.
It may thus be on luded, that performan e omparisons between di erent
workstation lusters are possible, though experiments must be arefully designed
and interpreted. The qualitative behavior of parallel programs running on a
workstation luster though an be simulated a urately, independent of the use
of PVM or MPI.
It is thus possible to analyze the behavior of parallel programs and predi t
their performan e, depending on luster parameters. Simulation results an be
used to investigate the in uen e of di erent parameters of the simulated workstation or PC luster, in order to plan new hardware on gurations or make an
edu ated hoi e between several alternatives.

Chapter 6
Future Work
Future work will in lude the development of improved network models to simulate
various topologies. Also, lassi al network simulators like OPnet or ns will be
used to develop new ways of estimating simulation parameters for workstation or
PC luster on gurations that are not (yet) available.
Furthermore, the performan e of several other lusters will be investigated in
order to improve the simulation methodology.

Appendix A
Blo king for Parallelism
The layout of an appli ation's data within the hierar hi al memory of a on urrent omputer is a riti al fa tor determining the performan e and s alability of
parallel ode. On single pro essor and parallel omputers it is important to make
eÆ ient use of the hierar hi al memory by maximizing data reuse. For example,
on a a he-based omputer, blo k-oriented matrix-matrix operations are to be
implemented by using the Level 3 Blas whenever possible.
Lo alized data a ess generally results in in reasing the ratio of oating-point
operations to memory referen es and enables data reuse as mu h as possible while
data is stored in the highest levels of the memory hierar hy (like ve tor registers
or high-speed a he).
An analogous approa h has to be followed in the design of programs for (parallel) distributed-memory ma hines. By using blo k-partitioned algorithms a
redu tion of data transfers is a hieved, thereby redu ing the overall laten y.
The hoi e of an appropriate data distribution heavily depends on the omputational ow in the algorithm. Dense matrix
omputations, whi h are used as examples in this report, feature a large amount
of parallelism, so that many di erent distribution s hemes have the potential for
a hieving high performan e.
The two main issues in hoosing a ertain data layout for dense matrix omputation are
Blo k-Cy li

Data Distribution.



load balan ing, i. e., splitting the work evenly among the pro essors
throughout the algorithm, and



use of Level 3 Blas in matrix omputations on single pro essors, to eÆiently deal with the memory hierar hy of ea h pro essor.

Many algorithms in linear algebra (LU de omposition, Cholesky fa torization,
tridiagonalization, et .) work on su essively smaller square submatri es of the
original matrix, ending up in the very rst (a11 ) or very last (ann ) matrix element.
In the following pro esses are numbered from 0 to P 1, and matrix olumns
(or rows) from 1 to n. Figures A.1 and A.2 show data layouts to be onsidered.
In all ases, ea h submatrix is labeled with the number of the pro ess (from 0 to
3) that owns it. Pro ess 0 owns the shaded submatri es.
The layout illustrated on the left of Figure A.1 is the one-dimensional blo k
olumn distribution. This data distribution assigns blo ks of ontiguous olumns
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Figure A.1:
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One-dimensional blo k olumn and y li

olumn distribution.

to su essive pro esses. Ea h pro ess re eives only one blo k of olumns of the
matrix. Column k is owned by pro ess bk=t where t = dn=P e is the maximum
number of olumns stored per pro ess. In the gure, n = 16 and P = 4. This
layout does not permit good load balan ing in linear algebra algorithms be ause
as soon as the rst t olumns are omplete, pro ess 0 is idle for the rest of
the omputation. The transpose of this layout, the one-dimensional blo k row
distribution, has a similar short oming.
The layout illustrated on the right of Figure A.1 is the one-dimensional y li
olumn distribution. It is assigning olumn k to pro ess [(k
1) mod P ℄. In the
gure, n = 16 and P = 4. Using this layout, ea h pro ess owns approximately
(1=P )th of the square southeast orner of the matrix, so the load is reasonably balan ed. However, sin e single olumns (rather than blo ks) are stored, Level 2 or
Level 3 Blas annot be used ( on erning ex eptions see Hendri kson et. al [13℄).
The transpose of this layout, the one-dimensional y li row distribution, has a
similar drawba k.
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One- and two-dimensional blo k y li distribution.

The third layout, shown on the left of Figure A.2, is the one-dimensional
blo k- y li
olumn distribution. It is a ompromise between the two s hemes of
Figure A.1. A blo k size nb is hosen, the olumns are divided into groups of
size nb , and these groups are distributed in a y li manner. This means olumn
k is owned by pro ess b(k
1)=nb mod P . In fa t, this layout in ludes the
rst two distributions as spe ial ases, using parameters nb = t = dn=P e and
nb = 1, respe tively. In Figure A.2, n = 16, P = 4 and nb = 2. For nb > 1, this
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layout results in a slightly worse load balan ing than the one-dimensional y li
olumn distribution. However, Level 2 and Level 3 Blas an be used to arry
out lo al omputations. For nb < t , it results in a better load balan ing than
the one-dimensional blo k olumn distribution. The Blas an be alled only on
smaller subproblems. Hen e, it takes less advantage of the lo al memory hierar hy. Moreover, this layout has the disadvantage that omputations performed
on one olumn blo k only (e. g., lo al fa torization) will take pla e only in one
pro ess, thereby representing a serial bottlene k.
This serial bottlene k is eased by the fourth layout shown on the right of
Figure A.2, the two-dimensional blo k- y li distribution. Here, the P pro esses
are arranged in a Pr  P re tangular array, indexed in a two-dimensional fashion
by (pr ; p ), with 0  pr < Pr and 0  p < P . All the pro esses (pr ; p ) with a
xed p are referred to as pro ess olumn p . All the pro esses (pr ; p ) with a xed
pr are referred to as pro ess row pr . Thus, this layout in ludes all the previous
layouts and their transposed ounterparts, as spe ial ases. In Figure A.2, n = 16,
P = 4, Pr = P = 2, and mb = nb = 2. This layout permits P -fold parallelism in
any olumn, and enables alls to the Level 2 and Level 3 Blas on lo al subarrays.
Finally, this layout also features good s alability properties.
The two-dimensional blo k- y li distribution s heme is the data layout used
in the S aLapa k library for dense matrix omputations.
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